Abstract-Anti-adjacency matrix is a way to represent a directed graph as a square matrix, whose entries show whether there is a directed edge from a vertex to another one. This paper focuses on the properties of anti-adjacency matrix of windmill graph (4, ), such as its characteristic polynomial and eigenvalues. The general form of characteristic polynomial is established by analyzing the degree of vertices and edges, and the cyclic induced subgraphs. Furthermore, the eigenvalues of a windmill graph (4, ) and its multiplicity are derived from the general form of its characteristic polynomial.
INTRODUCTION
Let is a non-empty set of vertices of a directed graph , then the adjacency matrix of the graph is a matrix , where is equal to 1 if there exists a directed edge from to and equal to 0 elsewhere [2] . Anti-adjacency matrix is an opposite of an adjacency matrix. Anti-adjacency matrix of a directed graph is always a square matrix, so we can find its characteristics equation and eigenvalues of that matrix.
In this article, we define a class of graph named windmill graph, denoted with ( , which consists of cycle graph that share one common vertex. This class of graph is a generalization of an already familiar class of graph called friendship graph, which properties are already discussed [3] [4] . A friendship graph is isomorphic to the windmill graph (3, ) . In this article, we focus on (4, ) windmill graph, where we find a general form of its characteristics equation for . We can use the general form to derive some of its eigenvalues and multiplicity. In the study of graph, eigenvalues could be used to describe the topological structure of a graph, and to determine many intrinsic structures of a graph, such as spanning trees, Hamiltonian path, induced subgraphs, etc.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Anti-adjacency matrix of graph was a matrix where was an adjacency matrix of a graph and was a matrix whose all entries were 1 and its size was the same with [2] . Afterwards, what we meant by "the determinant of graph " and "the characteristics equation of graph " was the determinant of the anti-adjacency matrix of graph and the characteristics equation of the antiadjacency matrix of graph , except if stated differently. We mainly used the theorem taken from Wildan [1] .
Windmill graph
is a graph that formed from n cycle graphs having 1 common vertex. Afterwards, this graph is denoted with . We can call the subgraph in the form of cycle graph as "windmill leaf". This article only focuses on (4, ) graph.
The set of in neighbourhood of a vertex from a directed graph is a set of all vertices that have some edges going into denoted with , while the set of out neighbourhood of a vertex from a directed graph is a set of all vertices that have some edges going out from , denoted with . The determinant of a graph with two vertices that have the same set of in neighbourhood or out neighbourhood is equals to 0 because the anti-adjacency matrix will have two columns or two rows that have exactly the same entries. [ Some special graphs taken from Wildan [1] will be used to determine the coefficients of the characteristics equation of a graph
III. MAIN RESULT
The characteristics equation of a graph had a form , where was the number of vertices, so we could find the general form of characteristics polynomial of (4, ) by finding all value of , in respect of .
By using mathematical induction we proved that the order of vertices and edges of graph (4, ) were and . The value of was equal to negative value of the number of vertices on the graph and the value of was equal to the number of edges on the graph [1] . We combined this facts into Theorem 2.
Theorem 2
Given a graph (4, ) where , with . Let was the characteristics equation of the anti-adjacency matrix of graph (4, ), then and .
Theorem 3
Given graph (4, ) where , with . Let was the characteristics equation of the anti-adjacency matrix of graph (4, ), then .
Proof:
According to Wildan, the value of was equal to , where was the number of the induced acyclic subgraphs with 3 vertices that had Hamiltonian path and was the number of induced cyclic subgraph in the form of T1.1(3) [1] . We could easily see that graph (4, ) did not contain an induced cyclic subgraph in the form of T1.1(3), so the value of was equal to We could prove that the number of induced acyclic subgraph with 3 vertices that had Hamiltonian path was equal to , so we could conclude that .
Theorem 4
Given graph (4, ) where , with . Let was the characteristics equation of anti-adjacency matrix of graph (4, ), then .
Proof:
The value of depended on the number of induced acyclic subgraphs with 3 vertices that had Hamiltonian path, and the number of induced cyclic subgraphs in the form of T1.1(4), T1.2(4,0), T1.2(4,1), T2.1(4,0), T2.1(4,2), T2.1(4,3), T2.2(4,2), and T2.2(4,3) [1] . From all the graphs mentioned, graph (4, ) only had subgraph in the form of T1.1(4), so , where was the number of induced cyclic subgraph in the form of T1.1(4). We could prove that the number of from graph (4, ) is , so we could conclude that .
Theorem 5
Given graph (4, ) where , with . Let was the characteristics equation of the anti-adjacency matrix of graph (4, ), then
Proof:
According to Theorem 1
We would prove the acyclic part and cyclic part separately.
Acyclic part
On graph (4, ), there was only one induced acyclic subgraph that had Hamiltonian path, that was a subgraph that formed from two vertices from the windmill leaf that went into centre vertex, another two vertices from distinct windmill leaf that came from the centre vertex, and the centre vertex itself. From two distinct windmill leaf, we could get two distinct subgraphs, so for graph (4, ) that had windmill leaf, there were subgraph. We knew that the determinant of acyclic graph that had Hamiltonian path was 1, so we concluded that
Cyclic part
In order to get a cyclic induced subgraph, there had to be at least one complete windmill leaf. There were three variants that could be formed, and only one variant had non-zero determinant. So, it was sufficient to only count the number of cyclic induced subgraphs in the form of that variant. That variant could be formed by choosing two distinct windmill leaves. So, the number of subgraphs in the form of G3 was So we get Combining cyclic part with acyclic part, we got
To find the values of we defined six graphs that served as the basic forms of cyclic induced subgraphs that could be formed from graph (4, ). Table 1 shows all six graphs and their notations.
Afterwards, all cyclic induced subgraph that formed from graph (4, ) were denoted as with rules as follow:
• The set of indexes in succession order represented the number of basic forms A to F that existed on a subgraph that formed from graph (4, )
• If there were some indexes with value of 1, that particular indexes could be omitted. As an example, could be written as
• If there were some indexes with value of 0, the entire letters and indexes could be omitted. As an example, could be written as Lemma 2 Let was a cyclic induced subgraph with or , then . Table 3 part D and F  respectively, since , according to Lemma 1,  . From Lemma 2 we could conclude that all cyclic induced subgraphs that had at least 6 vertices had determinant equal to 0.
Theorem 6
Given graph (4, ) where , with . Let was the equation characteristics of the anti-adjacency matrix of graph (4, ), then
Proof:
• Acyclic part The graph (4, ) did not contain acyclic induced subgraph with Hamiltonian path with number of vertices at least 5, so
• Cyclic part According to Lemma 2, all determinants of cyclic induced subgraph with number of vertices at least 6 would be equal to 0, so According to Theorem 1, we concluded that
Theorem 7
Let B the anti-adjacency matrix of graph (4, ) then one of the eigenvalue of B was , with multiplicity .
Proof:
According to Theorem 2, Theorem 3, Theorem 4, Theorem 5, and Theorem 6, given graph (4, ) with , where , the general form of the characteristics equation of graph (4, ) was We easily saw that was a root from that polynomial equation, so was one of the eigenvalue of matrix B with multiplicity IV. CONCLUSION According to section 3, If was a characteristics equation for anti-adjacency matrix of a graph (4, ). Table 2 shows the value of its coefficient in respect to . We also get that one of its eigen value is 0 with multiplicity .
